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“it depends...”

“always/never...”
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What do I think?

This code sucks.

Teedy Deigh
The Way of the Consultant



What do I think?
Well... it’s not all bad! Nothing that some 
aggressive, merciless and inconsiderate 
refactoring couldn’t solve.

Teedy Deigh
The Way of the Consultant



What do I think?
Although there are aspects of the system’s design that are 
sound, the solution as a whole may be better aligned with the 
needs of the business by leveraging the synergies of 
complementary solution paths. The resulting amelioration of 
quality will be further enhanced by the displacement of 
vestigial solution components extant from the status quo.

Teedy Deigh
The Way of the Consultant



What do I think?

It depends.

Teedy Deigh
The Way of the Consultant
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Beware the Share

Udi Dahan



As I worked through my first feature, I took 

extra care to put in place everything I had 

learned — commenting, logging, pulling out 

shared code into libraries where possible, 

the works.

The code review that I had felt so ready for 

came as a rude awakening — reuse was 

frowned upon!

Udi Dahan



How could this be? Throughout college, 

reuse was held up as the epitome of quality 

software engineering.

All the articles I had read, the textbooks, the 

seasoned software professionals who taught 

me — was it all wrong?

Udi Dahan



It turns out that I was missing something 

critical.

Udi Dahan



Context.

Udi Dahan



The fact that two wildly different parts of the 

system performed some logic in the same 

way meant less than I thought.

Up until I had pulled out those libraries of 

shared code, these parts were not 

dependent on each other. Each could 

evolve independently.

Udi Dahan
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There’s no such thing 
as bad weather, only 
unsuitable clothing.



mutex



bottleneck



scoped_lock
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There’s no such thing as 
thread-unsafe code, only 
unsuitable threading.



StringBuffer



StringBuilder



static







gets



char * gets(char * s);



puts
gets



void example(void)
{

char s[32];
puts("What is your full name?");
gets(s);
...

}



void example(void)
{

char s[32];
puts("What is your full name?");
gets(s);
...

}



S-Programs

P-Programs

E-Programs
Meir M Lehman

“Programs, Life Cycles, and Laws of Software Evolution”



S-Programs

P-Programs

E-Programs
Meir M Lehman

“Programs, Life Cycles, and Laws of Software Evolution”

Programs whose 

function is formally 

defined by and 

derivable from a 

specification.
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public static int binarySearch(int[] a, int key) {
int low = 0;
int high = a.length - 1;

while (low <= high) {
int mid = (low + high) / 2;
int midVal = a[mid];

if (midVal < key)
low = mid + 1

else if (midVal > key)
high = mid - 1;

else
return mid; // key found

}
return -(low + 1);  // key not found.

}
ai.googleblog.com/2006/06/extra-extra-read-all-about-it-nearly.html



public static int binarySearch(int[] a, int key) {
int low = 0;
int high = a.length - 1;

while (low <= high) {
int mid = (low + high) / 2;
int midVal = a[mid];

if (midVal < key)
low = mid + 1

else if (midVal > key)
high = mid - 1;

else
return mid; // key found

}
return -(low + 1);  // key not found.

}
ai.googleblog.com/2006/06/extra-extra-read-all-about-it-nearly.html



public static int binarySearch(int[] a, int key) {
int low = 0;
int high = a.length - 1;

while (low <= high) {
int mid = low + ((high - low) / 2);
int midVal = a[mid];

if (midVal < key)
low = mid + 1

else if (midVal > key)
high = mid - 1;

else
return mid; // key found

}
return -(low + 1);  // key not found.

}
ai.googleblog.com/2006/06/extra-extra-read-all-about-it-nearly.html



public static int binarySearch(int[] a, int key) {
int low = 0;
int high = a.length - 1;

while (low <= high) {
int mid = (low + high) >>> 1;
int midVal = a[mid];

if (midVal < key)
low = mid + 1

else if (midVal > key)
high = mid - 1;

else
return mid; // key found

}
return -(low + 1);  // key not found.

}
ai.googleblog.com/2006/06/extra-extra-read-all-about-it-nearly.html



public static int binarySearch(int[] a, int key) {
int low = 0;
int high = a.length - 1;

while (low <= high) {
int mid = (low + high) >>> 1;
int midVal = a[mid];

if (midVal < key)
low = mid + 1

else if (midVal > key)
high = mid - 1;

else
return mid; // key found

}
return -(low + 1);  // key not found.

}

Probably faster, and 
arguably as clear

ai.googleblog.com/2006/06/extra-extra-read-all-about-it-nearly.html



🤔





Probably faster but may 
be obscure to most Java 
developers (including me)

Alberto Savoia





If the programmer can simulate 

a construct faster than the 

compiler can implement the 

construct itself, then the compiler 

writer has blown it badly.

Guy L Steele, Jr



Simple Testing Can Prevent 

Most Critical Failures

An Analysis of Production Failures in 

Distributed Data-Intensive Systems

usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-paper-yuan.pdf

Ding Yuan, Yu Luo, Xin Zhuang, Guilherme Renna Rodrigues, 

Xu Zhao, Yongle Zhang, Pranay U Jain & Michael Stumm



A majority of the production 

failures (77%) can be 

reproduced by a unit test.

usenix.org/system/files/conference/osdi14/osdi14-paper-yuan.pdf



The general lesson that I take away 
from this bug is humility: It is hard 
to write even the smallest piece of 
code correctly, and our whole world 
runs on big, complex pieces of code.

Joshua Bloch
ai.googleblog.com/2006/06/extra-extra-read-all-about-it-nearly.html



S-Programs

P-Programs

E-Programs
Meir M Lehman

“Programs, Life Cycles, and Laws of Software Evolution”

The acceptability of a 

solution is determined 

by the environment in 

which it is embedded.



xkcd.com/1838/



AI is characterized by output that isn’t strictly 

dependent on the input or on the algorithm: 

the output of an AI system depends critically 

on a training process, in which the program 

learns how to perform its task. Training 

differentiates AI from traditional software 

applications and data analysis.

Mike Loukides
oreilly.com/radar/planning-for-ai/



Explanations must be wrong. They cannot 

have perfect fidelity with respect to the original 

model. If the explanation was completely 

faithful to what the original model computes, 

the explanation would equal the original 

model, and one would not need the original 

model in the first place, only the explanation.

Cynthia Rudin
“Stop Explaining Black Box Machine Learning Models for High Stakes Decisions and Use Interpretable Models Instead”



“Machine learning” is a fancy way of saying 

“finding patterns in data”.

Laurie Penny
theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/20/robots-racist-sexist-people-machines-ai-language



Of course, as Lydia Nicholas […] explains, all 

this data “has to have been collected in the 

past, and since society changes, you can end 

up with patterns that reflect the past. If those 

patterns are used to make decisions that affect 

people’s lives you end up with unacceptable 

discrimination.”

Laurie Penny
theguardian.com/commentisfree/2017/apr/20/robots-racist-sexist-people-machines-ai-language



S-Programs

P-Programs

E-Programs
Meir M Lehman

“Programs, Life Cycles, and Laws of Software Evolution”

Programs that 

mechanize a human 

or societal activity.

The program has 

become a part of the 

world it models, it is 

embedded in it.
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Always design a thing by 

considering it in its next 

larger context.

Eliel Saarinen





There is a theory which states that if 

ever anyone discovers exactly what 

the Universe is for and why it is 

here, it will instantly disappear and 

be replaced by something even more 

bizarre and inexplicable.

There is another theory which states 

that this has already happened.



bbc.co.uk/news/business-37582150



Digital devices tune 

out small errors while 

creating opportunities 

for large errors.
Earl Wiener



S-Programs

P-Programs

E-Programs
Meir M Lehman

“Programs, Life Cycles, and Laws of Software Evolution”
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To me programming is more than 
an important practical art. It is 
also a gigantic undertaking in the 
foundations of knowledge.

Grace Hopper



0. lack of ignorance
1. lack of knowledge
2. lack of awareness
3. lack of process
4. meta-ignorance

Phillip G Armour
Five Orders of Ignorance
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known knowns
known unknowns
unknown unknowns
unknowable unknowns



I know that I 
know nothing.

Socrates *

* Possibly



ULSS



Ultra-Large-Scale Systems



Unknowable

Decentralised

Evolving

Heterogeneous

Failing



A distributed system is one in 

which the failure of a computer 

you didn’t even know existed 

can render your own computer 

unusable.

Leslie Lamport



twitter.com/cdmo/status/1188806227079389184



twitter.com/KevlinHenney/status/1351956942877552646

It is a feature of a distributed 

system that it may not be in a 

consistent state, but it is a bug 

for a client to contradict itself.



Brewer’s theorem



CAP theorem
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We demand rigidly 

defined areas of doubt 

and uncertainty!







In 1911 Russell & Whitehead published Principia 
Mathematica, with the goal of providing a solid 
foundation for all of mathematics.

In 1911 Russell & Whitehead published Principia 
Mathematica, with the goal of providing a solid 
foundation for all of mathematics.

In 1931 Gödel’s Incompleteness Theorem 
shattered the dream, showing that for any 
consistent axiomatic system there will always be 
theorems that cannot be proven within the system.

Adrian Colyer
blog.acolyer.org/2020/02/03/measure-mismeasure-fairness/





All consistent axiomatic 
formulations of number 
theory include 
undecidable propositions.



undecidable propositions



How long is a 
piece of string?



size_t strlen(const char * s)
{

size_t n = 0;
while (s[n] != '\0')

++n;
return n;

}



size_t strlen(const char * s)
{

assert(s != NULL);

size_t n = 0;
while (s[n] != '\0')

++n;
return n;

}



size_t strlen(const char * s)
{

assert(s != NULL);
assert(∃n (s[n] == '\0'));
assert(∀i∈0..n (s+i is a valid pointer));

size_t n = 0;
while (s[n] != '\0')

++n;
return n;

}



void well_defined(void)
{

char s[] = "Be excellent to each other";
printf("\"%s\" -> %zu\n", s, strlen(s));

}



void insufficient_space(void)
{

char s[5] = "Bogus";
printf("\"%s\" -> %zu\n", s, strlen(s));

}



void undefined_pointer_value(void)
{

char * s;
printf("\"%s\" -> %zu\n", s, strlen(s));

}



One premise of many models of fairness in 
machine learning is that you can measure (‘prove’) 
fairness of a machine learning model from within 
the system – i.e. from properties of the model itself 
and perhaps the data it is trained on.

To show that a machine learning model is fair, you 
need information from outside of the system.

Adrian Colyer
blog.acolyer.org/2020/02/03/measure-mismeasure-fairness/











Non-EmptyEmpty

push
pop [#push > #pop]

push

pop [#push = #pop]





This form of failure is 

known as a deadlock.





To iterate is human, 
to recurse divine.

L Peter Deutsch





Program testing can be used to 
show the presence of bugs, but 
never to show their absence!

Edsger W Dijkstra
Notes on Structured Programming









Halting 
Problem



Halting 
Problem



Niels Bohr?

Prediction is very 

difficult

Prediction is very 

difficult, especially 

about the future.

Niels Bohr?



prioritise by 

business value





prioritise by 

estimated 

business value



Humans are allergic to change. 
They love to say, “We’ve always 
done it this way.” I try to fight that.
That’s why I have a clock on my 
wall that runs counter-clockwise.

Grace Hopper







twitter.com/KevlinHenney/status/1252952622128128000



The connections between 
modules are the assumptions 
which the modules make 
about each other.

David Parnas



Code you own

Platform

Programming languages, operating systems, middleware, services, etc.

Code you don’t

Market

Customers, product requirements, domain, governance, etc.



It’s often not the direct dependencies of 
your project that bite you, but the 
dependencies of your dependencies, all 
the way on down to transitive closure.

Adrian Colyer
blog.acolyer.org/2020/09/21/watchman/



www.theregister.co.uk/2016/03/23/npm_left_pad_chaos/



When we try to pick out 
anything by itself, we find it 
hitched to everything else in 
the universe.

John Muir



It Depends...


